Local fluorouracil chemotherapy interferes with neural and behavioral recovery after brain tumor-like mass compression.
In this study, we investigated the impact of intracerebral delivery of chemotherapy on functional recovery from focal cortical tissue displacement, characteristic of brain tumors. Unilateral focal brain compression was induced by epidural implantation of an inverted hemisphere-shaped bead over the sensorimotor cortex. Microinjections of a total of 1mg chemoagent fluorouracil or the same volume of saline were made into the compressed cortex. Behavioral tests of forelimb sensorimotor function were conducted during 4 weeks' observation. Rats subjected to any of the three types of lesions, saline microinjection plus cortical compression, chemoagent microinjection alone, or chemoagent microinjection combined with cortical compression, demonstrated significant behavioral deficits in several sensorimotor tasks, compared with saline-microinjected control animals. In placing tests, behavioral deficits elicited by each single treatment were worsened by combined treatment with chemoagent microinjection and focal cortical compression. Concurrently, local delivery of chemoagent into the compressed cortex induced increased cortical tissue loss, necrosis and apoptosis. These data indicate that local chemotherapy exacerbates compression-induced neurological impairment, and a model of controlled focal cortical compression may provide a valuable means to improve anti-cancer therapeutic designs with reduced deterioration of brain function.